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1* 07 shells and bombs exploding on town of Aachen 

2, Nearer shot shell exploding over buildings 

3. G-V smoking torn of Mchen 

- IfllMI #h#t A Ittn ---

5. ^iiell eeploding over town ^ 6 * ' *~f' 

v. GV American infantry advancing a oros s field -

7. G-V tanks advancing pan to column of smoke from burning town 6 

9. SV American tank edging its way forward thru German forest 6 

lQu.1? tank in. forest pushing vy? 

11. CU infantry man with rifle watching ror snipers • -

12.̂ CU chopping at tree in front of tank 

13. CU soldier crouching behind tree with rifle 

14. SV tank advancing thru forest and pushing down three 

15. LV infantry taking cover behind trees 

le.^CU soldier firing rifle behind tree 

i^Iff-^erinair-prtsoners bmg rounded up in-forest - ~ 

OA -̂SV dit%c — 1—• 

19* CU tank edging its way fb rward thru trees 

20. Angle shot ditti 
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21. Bf" tank travelling at speed thru forest 

22. CU soldier putting rifle darn from face 

23. GV more prisoners being rounded up in forest 

24. SV three prisoners ja st camera holding hands above head 
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&5..SV American soldier* bringing in two prisorers 

26. flJP prisoiB rs being marched away in forest A 
27. GV German civilians being evacuated from German village 

28. LV olh men and women walking along roadway carrying bundles /V^ 

29. CU old people past camera carrying bundle s 

, tmrZY towards aesmn- family carrying saitcaseaete« — 

civilians walking to U.S. army lorries 

32. CU old woman type with shawl round head 

33. SV ol d people being helped into U1S. amy truck 

34. Shot from truok old «mn getting la "1 people waiting 
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35^ TV German civilians waiting *o get into trucks 

36. ST two men types 

37. ingle shot hoy and -oM wornim type intruck waiting 

38. Angle shot little girl with bundle on "back in truck 

394JP7 civiliins in truck and truck drives away 
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